The Action Hero Named You

27 strategies and tools to blast you past mere motion and launch you into action!
Find the type of procrastination you are dealing with then find a targeted solution to address your situation.
Set A Limit - Either time or quantity
Connect the Dots - Determine why this goal is important to you
Change Your Level of Difficulty - Make the easy hard and the hard easy
Make a game out of it
Act Like a Child - Figure out a reward for succeeding
Procrastinate with a Purpose - Do some other task
Account for Your Actions - Publicly announce what you have to do

Goal Is
Far
Away

Practice 10 Day Plans

Set Up If/Then Plans - Make your actions automatic

Chart It Out - Set up a tracking system

Sub It Out - Break your goal into sub goals and sub-sub goals

Make It Concrete Set up way to keep your goals in front of you

Succeed Early & Often

Become Accountable to Someone

Resistance Is Futile - Expect to procrastinate - log how much you do.

Shiny
Squirrel
Syndrome

Find Inspiration - Remember what inspired you to try this

Fear of
Failure/
Success

What Type of
Procrastination?

Get Busy, Get Started - Action is required (not merely motion)

Mind The Gap - Look at the Gap between where you are and
where you want to be and take one small action.

Low
Value

Go to the Dark Side (Worst Case Scenario Planning) - What is the
worst that can happen if you don’t succeed

Advance the Runner - Do one thing that will get you closer to your goal

Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is
Clear the Decks - Eliminate any possible way you can be tripped up
Burn Your Boats - Eliminate all distractions
Timebox Projects - Work in distraction-free blocks of time
Get Emotional - Pick an emotion to respond to - happy, excited, angry
Make It Hurt - Make failure painful
Create a Daily Habit
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